
Communication concerning the decision of the Curia of Hungary
in administrative case n Kfv.V.35.706/2013

In its administrative decision, the defendant tax authority held that the Hungarian plaintiff was
unable  to  demonstrate  that  he  had  actually  supplied  goods  within  the  territory  of  the
Community to another Member State, which had granted him exemption from paying value
added tax (VAT), consequently it obliged the plaintiff to meet his VAT payment obligation
and pay default interest and it imposed a tax fine on him. In his claim, the plaintiff requested
the court to quash the defendant’s decision.

The first instance court decided to stay the proceedings initiated by the plaintiff and made a
reference for a preliminary ruling. The Court of Justice of the European Union rendered its
judgement in case no. C-273/11 in respect of the above reference.

Based  on  the  judgement  of  the  Court  of  Justice,  the  first  instance  court  resumed  its
proceedings and rejected the plaintiff’s claim.

The plaintiff subsequently submitted a petition for judicial review to the Curia that quashed
the first instance judgement and the defendant’s decision and ordered the defendant to reopen
its proceedings. With regard to Article 138, paragraph (1) of Council Directive 2006/112/EC
of 28 November 2006 on the common system of value added tax, section 89, subsection (1) of

Act n CXXVII of 2007 on Value Added Tax and the interpretation given by the Court of
Justice in its judgement rendered in case no. C-273/11, the Curia pointed out the followings:

The first instance court reasonably assessed the evidence submitted to it and was justified in
finding that the plaintiff could not meet his obligation to provide proof, since he could not
demonstrate that his goods invoiced to an Italian company had physically left the territory of
Hungary, being the Member State of supply in the present case.

The evidence obtained during the administrative and court proceedings clearly shows that the
supply of goods in question falls under the act of tax evasion and tax fraud, committed by the
purchaser. It is therefore necessary to examine whether the plaintiff acted in good faith and
made every effort which may have been reasonably expected of him to prevent his business
partner from committing tax evasion and tax fraud. Community law and the case-law of the
Court of Justice are to be interpreted as not precluding, in circumstances such as those of the
case before the referring court, refusal to grant a vendor the right to the VAT exemption for
an intra-Community supply, provided that it has been established, on the basis of objective
evidence, that the vendor has failed to fulfil his obligations as regards evidence, or that he
knew or should have known that the transaction which he carried out was part of a tax fraud
committed by the purchaser, and that he had not taken every reasonable step within his power
to prevent his own participation in that fraud.
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The defendant’s decision on the merits of the case, however, contains contradictory findings
in respect of the latter  aspect.  It holds that the plaintiff  did not act  in good faith and due
diligence,  on  the  other  hand,  it  also  establishes  that  the  plaintiff  had  no  intention  to
circumvent  the  applicable  pieces  of  legislation,  since  “his  error  was  provoked  by  the
misleading  conduct  of  his  Community  business  partner,  which…  could  draw  him  into
thinking that he made an intra-Community supply of goods that was exempt from VAT”. The
evaluation of evidence put forward in the defendant’s decision does not enable the Curia to
review the substance of the case on the basis of objective evidence, namely to assess whether
the plaintiff knew or should have known that the transaction which he carried out was part of
a tax evasion or tax fraud. With regard to the above, the defendant is ordered by the Curia to
clarify the facts of the case and to provide proof as to the plaintiff’s intentions and diligence
in its reopened proceedings and it is implicitly entitled to examine new evidence that has not
yet been assessed and would enable the defendant to render a new decision in line with the
applicable  pieces  of  national  and Community  legislation.  New evidence  to  be  taken  into
account by the defendant could, in particular, include documents resulting from the criminal
investigation that has relevance with respect to the alleged tax fraud to be pondered in the
administrative  proceedings.  The  defendant  is  also  ordered  to  deliver  its  new decision  in
accordance  with  the  relevant  substantive  and  procedural  law  and  to  give  full  and
comprehensive justification to the operative part of its decision.

Budapest, the 5th of January 2015

Administrative and Labour Department of the Curia of Hungary
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